**Program**

**Thursday**

12:00-18:00, Forum ground floor

**Sustainability Market**
by Green Office
Discover the organizations that are part of Green Active, find out about sustainable operation practices @ Wageningen UR.
Also part of the Sustainability Market are:

12:45-13:15

**Green Teacher Award Ceremony**
by Green Office
Green Office Wageningen is honouring ten inspiring teachers who practice education for sustainability.

12:00-18:00

**Volunteers Market**
by S&I
Meet local good-will organizations and find out how you can contribute!

20:00, Filmhuis Movie W, 3€

**Movie: Pilgrims and Tourists**
by OtherWise, RUW Foundation, Sociology of Development and Change (WUR) and the Sacred Natural Sites Initiative
Indigenous shamans resist massive government projects that threaten the fragile balance of nature and culture.

**Friday**

18:00-20:00, Thuis (Stationsstraat 32)

**Vegan Cooking Workshop**
by Veganingen
Join the workshop and learn how to make a delicious meal by only using vegetable ingredients.

20:00-21:30, Thuis (Stationsstraat 32)

**Movie: Cowspiracy**
by Veganingen
Follow the shocking, yet humorous, journey of an aspiring environmentalist, as he daringly seeks to find the real solution to the most pressing environmental issues and true path to sustainability.

20:30-21:00, Filmhuis Movie W

**Movie: Banana Pancakes and The Children of Sticky Rice**
by Filmhuis Movie W
When backpackers visit a small village in remote northern Laos in search of a traditional experience, the inhabitants of the village discover the attractions of the West. Two worlds meet at the crossroads of their respective desire; the one longing for authenticity, the other for modernity.

15:00, Ommuurde Tuin

**Weed Dating**
by Stichting Boerengroep
Weed Dating, a seriously sustainable date in the historical garden of King Willem III. Can it be more romantic?

13:00-17:00, Herenstraat Theater

**Autumn Clothing Swap**
by WEP, Green Office, MiniCulture, Natalia Westermann
Not only will there be a clothing swap, but also we'll be hosting two workshops in café Loburgi: 'Re-purpose your boyfriend’s t-shirt' workshop & 'Create your own style passport' workshop.

**Saturday**

15:00, Ommuurde Tuin

**Weed Dating**
by Stichting Boerengroep
Weed Dating, a seriously sustainable date in the historical garden of King Willem III. Can it be more romantic?

13:00-17:00, Herenstraat Theater

**Autumn Clothing Swap**
by WEP, Green Office, MiniCulture, Natalia Westermann
Not only will there be a clothing swap, but also we'll be hosting two workshops in café Loburgi: 'Re-purpose your boyfriend’s t-shirt' workshop & 'Create your own style passport' workshop.

**Whole Week**

4-10 October, City Centre

**Eerlijk Winkelen Week**
by Eerlijk Winkelen Wageningen
Eerlijk winkelen is organizing several activities surrounding fair shopping in the city centre.

**Specials:**
Get sustainable study supplies by aGreenStory during lunch breaks on Wednesday, Thursday & Friday.
The Forum Study Store will have discounts throughout the Seriously Sustainable Festival week!
### Economic Sustainability Night:

**17:30-18:15, StartHub**

**Entrepreneurship for Sustainability**

by Green Office

Get more information on the programme Entrepreneurship for Sustainability (E4S) and get inspired by alumni of last year’s acceleration programme!

**18:30-20:00, StartHub**

**Workshop: Microthinktank Challenge**

by IBBESS

Try to find adequate sustainable solutions for challenging cases! Brainstorm your way through this workshop and pitch your most promising ideas in front of the group!

**20:15-22:00, StartHub**

**Metabolic**

by Green Office

Metabolic, a consultancy firm based in Amsterdam, advises NGO’s, companies and the government how to make the transition to a circular, sustainable economy. They will facilitate an interesting evening, screen the documentary Urban Tides and host a discussion!

Coffee, Tea and snacks available. Food option: 2€

FULL = FULL

20:00, Filmhuis Movie W, 3€

**Movie: Profit & Loss**

by OtherWise, RUW Foundation, Sociology of Development and Change (WUR) and the Sacred Natural Sites Initiative

Profit and Loss’ tells the stories of two indigenous groups and their resistance to the modern gold rush - our insatiable thirst for mineral resources that threatens their lands.

20:00, Clock House Library

**Movie: Taste The Waste**

by FoodSharing

Amazing but true: On the way from the farm to the dining-room table, more than half the food lands on the dump.

### Social Sustainability Night:

**18:15-19:15, Thuis ( Stationsstraat 32)**

**Workshop Sign Language**

by Het Gebaar Ede

Learn the basics of sign language.

19:30-21:30, Thuis ( Stationsstraat 32)

**Workshop: Sustainable Activism**

by Dhjana Samshuizen

This workshop is an introduction to Sustainable Resistance, focusing on different elements: sustainable activism for groups, prevention and recovery after burnouts and support after high-stress experiences such as police violence or confinement. To the barricades - but for the long run!

21:30-23:00, Thuis ( Stationsstraat 32)

**Movie: Super Amigos**

by Green Office

Five masked activists fight against corruption, homophobia, pollution and poverty in Mexico City.

Whole night, Thuis ( Stationsstraat 32)

**Petition-Night**

by Amnesty International

During the evening, there will be a dinner option for 3€

FULL = FULL

18:00-22:00, The Spot

**Disco Soup**

by Stichting Boerengroep

Disco Soup originates from Slow Food Youth Deutschland, preparing otherwise-wasted vegetables within a party-like atmosphere.

### Environmental Sustainability Night:

**17:30-18:30, Gaia**

**Guided Tour: World Soil Museum**

by Green Office

In the World Soil Museum of ISRIC, visitors can learn about the role of soils in life and ecosystems and get an impression of the enormous variation of soil types in the world, from the colourful volcanic ash soil from Indonesia to the man-made Terra Preta soil from the Amazon.

18:30-19:30, Forum BBQs

**Bug BBQ & Worm Hotel Workshop**

by S&I

Join the last BBQ of this year and try sustainable and protein-rich insect-burgers or learn how to build your own worm-hotel to enhance soil fertility.

20:00-21:30, Forum C103

**Movie: Dirt!**

by Green Office

The Movie—narrated by Jamie Lee Curtis—brings to life the environmental, economic, social and political impact that the soil has. It shares the stories of experts from all over the world who study and are able to harness the beauty and power of a respectful and mutually beneficial relationship with soil.